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This study aimed to recognize values of Amman message which are included in 

national and social education books to fifth, sixth and seventh grades in Jordan 

that were issued by The Ministry Of Education and were taught in the scholastic 

year 2015_2016 . 

For the sureness of the study goals , the searcher used the analytical descriptive 

method , thus a tool was used to analyze content of three dimensions that has (41) 

values of Amman message.( A Questionnaire) was use as a measure tool to 

analyze content of social studies books for fifth, sixth and seventh grades in 

Jordan. The study concluded the followings :_  

The total values of Amman message that were included in national and social 

education books for fifth, sixth and seventh grades in Jordan reached ( 1416) 

values distributed on the books , as national and civilian education book for 

seventh grade in the first position having ( 633) values with( 44.7%) of the total 

values. In the second position was national and civilian book for sixth grade with 

( 477) values and a percentage of ( 31.6%) of the total values. National and social 

education book for fifth grade came thirdly and had ( 336) values with 

 ( 23.7)  of the total values. The most included values of national and social 

education books for fifth, sixth and seventh grades were the humanity field values 

with ( 654) of the total values. In the second position the political field position 

with ( 506) values and a percentage of ( 35.7 n%) of the total values ,whereas the 

religious field values came finally and included 

 ( 256) values and a percentage of ( 18.1%) of the total values. 
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